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Answers Worksheet Week 6

CCTV. DF : Loudspeakers have been fitted to seven CCTV cameras. The effect? ... Donna Friesen: Security technology is becoming more intrusive, it's in your. 
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Can – bin – bench - box



1. If you “ are headed across the pond”, it means you: cross the Atlantic go to the swimming pool go to Middlesbrough 2. Another name for CCTV is scanning camera candid camera scolding camera 3. If you give someone a scolding: you give them friendly advice you speak angrily to someone because they have done something wrong you congratulate someone 4. In the UK you can be watched by CCTV up to 300 times a day 30 times a day 3000 times a day



5. In Middlesbrough, they have equipped _____ CCTV cameras with louspeakers: a) 7 b) 17 c) 70 6. Which one is not mentioned: CCTV can be found In bins In cars In buses 7. According to Simon Davis this evolution amounts to Physical welfare Psychological warfare Physical warfare Psychological welfare 8. The reporter ends with a reference to Reality TV The book 1984 Family ties



•If you are headed across the pond to Great Britain smile because you may find yourself on candid camera; In some parts of the country you are likely to be caught on video as many as 300 times a day a day. Now in one town in Northern England, the cameras won’t just be watching you they could be giving you a scolding as well. NBC Dawna Friesen explains. Dawna Friesen : Walk down any street in Britain and they are there. More than 4 million security cameras, most of them silent sentinel,s but now some of them speak. Voice: morning, you are being monitored by CCTV. DF : Loudspeakers have been fitted to seven CCTV cameras. The effect? Shock and usually a sheepish correction of bad behaviour. It’s a pilot project in Middlesbrough , England. Mayor Ray Mallon, a former police officer doesn’t take kindly to crime, his nickname is Robocop. Ray Mallon: the number one priority isn’t terrorism, the number one priority within the public domain is what we call anti-social behaviour; people on the streets who misbehave. Voice: Would you please get off? You are in a pedestrian area. DF: The commanding but anonymous voice comes from this control centre where operators keep 24 hour watch through 146 cameras. Voice: The female in the brown coat would you please pick the rubbish up and put it in the bin. Donna Friesen: It’s pretty unnerving to be shouted at in public but the whole point of this is to shame people. Voice: Thank you for that. DF: You’re welcome. The operators are trained to be polite and already the system has been used to break up a number of late night brawls. It will be effective. If you don’t do anything wrong we won’t shout. Donna Friesen: Security technology is becoming more intrusive, it’s in your car, on the bus, even strapped to the heads of police officers. Simon Davis: The use of these cameras amount to psychological warfare on the people. We will watch you, we will monitor, we will control you… What sort of country have we become? DF: So far there has been no complaint from the public but there is some unease. Woman: It’s horrible; having ,you know, big brother up there. DF: Now Big Brother is not only keeping an eye on you, he’s shouting at you too. Voice: Morning you are being monitored by CCTV. •Most people refuse to comply with the given order •Middlesbrough Mayor used to work for a security company. •Middlesbrough Mayor thinks terrorism is what matters most to his electors. •Talking CCTVs are only used to prevent littering. •Everyone supports the scheme.
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It was sold on the basis principally of being to deal with terrorism, to deal with serious crime, to deal with big crimes. It was not sold on the issue of dealing with dog-fouling or littering or, indeed, where people took their children to school, or what they put in their bins so it was sold on a much grander issue; Of course people are generally comfortable with using surveillance



against the Mr Big, against the drug barons and so on. They are a lot less comfortable when they used against them for what they consider to be minor infringements. But there are now



thousands surveillances every week approved by local government, often at a very low level. It’s not properly scrutinized. There is of course a control mechanism, but it’s not a very tight one



and that’s why Simon Milton, quite properly, has written out to all the heads of local authorities, saying we should bring this under review, we don’t want this policy to come into disrepute, as



indeed I don’t. But it’s notable, isn’t it, that one week after I resigned on issues like these, including this, that we see this response. At the very least, if nothing else- we’ve had that good



effect. The review is very sensible, I am very pleased that Simon Milton has put it in progress because it will come out the review and we’ll see that there will be a very explicit set of



decisions as to what can and can’t be done. That will be a good start.



• According to David Davis what was the initial goal of CCTV? Fight against big crime: terrorism, drug trafficking… • Give examples of minor infringements. • Dog fouling, littering, cheating on the catchment area • According to David Davis why isn’t the system satisfactory? • The control mechanism is not tight enough • What is being done to change this? • It is under review



• What did he do to show his disagreement with the policy? • He resigned



Pros and Cons of CCTV



Pros



Cons



Deters crime Helps stop misbehaviour Reduces the fear of crime



Invasion of privacy Expensive No real evidence that CCTV prevents crime



Grammar Fill in the blanks using the adequate preposition: Through/about/off/to The journalist watched as a cyclist riding _____through___ a pedestrian area was ordered to stop. “Would the young man on the bike please get____off_____ and walk as he is riding in a pedestrian area”, came the command. The surprised young man stopped, and looked ____about____. A look of horror spread across his face as he realized the voice was referring



____to____ him. Complete the sentences using the verb in brackets and adding the relevant preposition:



Down/at/out/off I borrowed a bicycle and (take) _____took_____a ride _down____ a pedestrian street. Suddenly a voice (ring) ____rang_____



_out___ above me. People standing around (laugh) ___laughed



______ __at___ me. The voice basically shamed me into (get)_____getting ______ __off__ my bike.



Reference to a point in space



Reference to a containing area



Reference to a surface



Actually: à vrai dire Bin: poubelle Brawls: bagarre Commanding voice: une voix imposante Comply with : se conformer à Costly: cher Deterrent: dissuasif Evidence: preuve Fines: amendes Furthermore: en outre In other words: autrement dit Infringement:atteinte Intrusive:importun, envahissant Litter: detritus Litterbugs: porcs Loudspeaker: haut-parleur Mistrust: méfiance Naming and shaming Outrageous: scandaleux Pedestrians: piétons



Petty crimes: infractions mineures Phone tapping: mise sur écoute téléphonique Privacy: vie privée Scold: gronder Sheepish: penaud To be taken aback: être surpris To monitor: contrôler To pick up: ramasser To some extent: dans une certaine mesure Unfortunately: malheureusement Warning: avertissement Widespread: répandu Yobs: voyous



There are no officially verified estimates on the amount of CCTV Cameras in the UK. The most recent and widely quoted estimate suggests that there are over 4.2 million public facing CCTV cameras now in operation across the UK. However, this estimate should be treated with caution as it results from a survey of the number of CCTV cameras in two south London streets. The results were then multiplied to produce the estimate of CCTV cameras across the United Kingdom.
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Worksheet Week 6: Medical Malpractice 

Attorney Andrew Yaffa keeps track of all of his ______ malpractice cases ... a medical doctor, especially one who has general skill and is not a surgeon liability.
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Worksheet Week 2 

When you telephone a company the person answering the phone may ask you a question. ... I'm sorry, you've ______ the wrong number. ... Caller: 'Could you tell him that I called and that I'm in the office all day if he could call me back?' 1.
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Worksheet Week 4 

To base evidence. To make. 4) RECORD your answers to the following questions: You will hear the case of an offender: What has he been charged with?
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Worksheet Week 4: Drinking Age 

signed a declaration stating that the 21-year-old drinking age is not working, and ______ went off. But the ... c) Not that risky and manageable d) Not that risky but unmanageable. 3. Which one is not .... Such + adjective + noun + that. Subject & ..
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Worksheet Week 1 : Capture Houses 

Apr 29, 2010 - crime straight to prison in less than a fortnight. â€œBurglars like Luke Walton spread misery not just by taking peopleâ€Ÿs property but by invading ...
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Week 6 

Oct 19, 2011 - 2) Do the looks of a resume matter? e) Absolutely! When sending a resume to an employer or college, don't skimp. Use white or off-white ...
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Worksheet Week 5: Organ Donation 

last year and there were 174 more _________transplants than the ______ year. But the ... 3. No, none of the major religions in the UK object to organ donation and ... Nouns: Adviser. Bowel. Consent. Donor card. Kidney failure. Liver. Lungs.
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Worksheet Week 3: Airport Security 

Are you ______ with someone seeing what is effectively a naked image of you ? .... ineffective waste of law enforcement resources," said Laura W. Murphy, Director of the American Civil Liberties. Union Washington Legislative Office."Using ...
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Week 6 

... de texte), a laser printer, QUALITYresume paper and a friend to PROOFREAD ... Step 3 Write your work history: Create a section to list your work experiences in ... send a resume have someone PROOFREAD your resume to check grammar, ...
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Worksheet Week 6: Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC) 

Mandate: The Truth and Reconciliation Commission was created to investigate gross human rights violations that were ... 1) After reading the text answer the following questions. What was the ... He died because of a heart attack. He received ...
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Week 6 

key skills a few lines summarising what you're good at and what makes you special ..... False). â€¢ The consultant says For some vacancies, employers receive an.
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daily geography grade 6 week 9 answers dbid c8j 
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cj fallon spellbound 6 answers week 29 pdf 

Nationale Depuis 1789 Jusqu Ce Jo, Christentum Und Moderne Weltanschauung, Chronicon. Monasterii De Abingdon, Church Reform And The Crusades ...
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CELL ORGANELLES WORKSHEET ANSWERS PDF 

types or categories, brands or niches related with Applied Numerical Methods With Matlab Solution. Manual 3rd Edition PDF. So depending on what exactly you ...
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Le Petit Prince Worksheet Answers 

Get free access to PDF Le Petit Prince Worksheet Answers at our Ebook Library. PDF File: Le Petit Prince Worksheet Answers. 1/1. LE PETIT PRINCE ...
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geometry 10 6 worksheet answers circles dbid 5kylt 
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Worksheet Week 1: PlayStations in Prison 

A) Brainstorming: What words do you associate with prison? B) Prison opinions: Do you agree with these opinions? â€¢. Prisoners should never be allowed to have ...
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dgp week 24 answers pdf 

... include : Description Abr G E Des Maladies Qui Regnent Le. Plus Commun Ment Dans Les Arm Es Avec La Methode De, Dickens Novels As Verse, and many.
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circuits worksheet answers dbid ia3gq 
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earthworm worksheet answers dbid lee8z 
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Worksheet Week 2: The Stolen Generation - Accueil 

She said "Older people thought they would never live to see it, so it's very important. ... Older Aborigines knew they would live to hear the apology. T/F. 4) Listen to .... 7) Grammar. Complete the ... 9) Extra: Aborigines (Wikipedia- simple English
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greek decoder math worksheet answers pdf 

You are entirely free to find, use and download, so there is no cost at all. greek decoder math worksheet answers PDF may not make exciting reading, but greek ...
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element riddles worksheet answers dbid n7l6i 
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